
We believe digital ethnography is an essential way of under-
standing people’s behavior in a rapidly changing market-
place. Simply put, digital ethnography applies new tech-
nology to the process of ethnographic observation.
Through the use of digital tools—like digital photos and
video, digital audio, text messaging, e-mail, remote viewing
of desktops and blogging—digital ethnography improves
the speed, quality and relevance of ethnographic informa-
tion gathered and processed in field. Designers and
researchers can use these tools for capturing and analyzing
people’s behaviors and perceptions and illuminating what
they know in ways that transcend barriers of time, place
and language. Used effectively, digital ethnography can,
when combined with traditional ethnography and other
more familiar research techniques, paint a much richer pic-

ture of consumers’ lives and make it easier to more deeply
understand what’s meaningful to them—ultimately inspiring
more successful innovation.

Ethno Lite
The beauty of ethnography is its increasing accessibility.
While the term isn’t yet mainstream, ethnography is no
longer a leading-edge research method. People all over are
using it. We see it happening all around us—designers,
researchers and marketers toting video cameras and pulling
out notepads in an effort to get closer to the customer. We
have affectionately coined this “ethno lite.” 

To innovate effectively, designers and researchers
need to understand consumers and how they and their
relationship with the world around them are evolving. While

O
lsen was not alone. Similar short-sighted blunders have pushed us to insist on an ethno-

graphic component in our design research projects as well as extend the boundaries of the

research itself. It is not enough to use ethnography to drive innovation. Real success comes

from innovatively driving ethnography.
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“There is no reason why anyone would want a computer in their home.”
—Ken Olsen, Founder, Digital Equipment Corp., 1977

Digital Ethnography

SPARKING BRILLIANT
INNOVATION
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some products or companies will see
incremental improvements through
the ethno-lite method, real transfor-
mation comes through innovation.
Achieving that requires a depth and
rigor that is based on full awareness
and training in the fundamentals of
ethnography, then responsibly and
creatively evolving the science by
innovatively applying emerging tech-
nology. Done well, it yields incredible
(and often entertaining) results. Done
poorly, it’s more expensive and far
less illuminating than a well-run focus group.  

The most progressive design and research cultures have
embedded ethnography into their operations and consider it
a means to achieve their overall marketing strategy. It’s now
relied upon to fuel many companies’ innovation pipelines.
Why else would a major international package goods manu-
facturer require brand managers to spend one day a month
in the field with its best customers to ensure ongoing empa-
thy and keep innovation at the forefront? Intel uses ethnogra-
phy to classify and study leading groups of consumers it calls
“transnationals” as a way to better understand mobility and
innovate around customer needs on an ongoing basis.
Cheskin even took the executive committee of a Fortune 500
company on ethnographic studies to help it discover and
align its visioning language for consumer behaviors.

At the same time, the most forward-thinking companies
are posing tough questions about the future of ethnography
and demanding its evolution to support a more mobile, indi-
vidualistic and demanding global consumer. We’ve heard
the need for real-time insight into consumers’ actions and
decisions about where and when they’re authentically using
products and services. On top of that, companies are chal-
lenging the practicality of traditional ethnography, pushing for
quicker and more cost-effective solutions. These considera-
tions and many others have led us to expand our ethno-
graphic practice, taking into account the key ways (new and
old) that it adds value. 

Speed and Evolving Relationships
Nobody has the gift of consistently predicting consumer
behavior or assessing consumer desire for products and ser-

vices over time. We all crave a timely,
authentic and inspired insight into
consumers’ lives—insight that
reflects the true context in which con-
sumers choose and use products
and the influences shaping these
behaviors as they are happening. 

Consumer behavior is changing
as people embrace products and
services they never before imagined
using. Compared to just a couple of
years ago, consumers have the
opportunity to change the very

nature by which they share, communicate, work and experi-
ence life on a daily basis. Whether it be downloading pod-
casts to an iPod or sourcing directions to a business meet-
ing using an aerial shot provided by Google Maps, technol-
ogy is more integrated in our lives than ever before. 

Through technology, the dynamics of the relationships
consumers have with companies, products and brands have
turned completely around in some cases. The consumer is
now the content developer as well—essentially the creator of
a company’s product or service. Take the photo sharing web
site Flickr®. As Yahoo executive Bradley Horowitz described
in a recent Newsweek article, “With less than 10 people on
the payroll, they had millions of users generating content,
millions of users organizing that content for them, tens of
thousands of users distributing that across the Internet, and
thousands of people not on the payroll actually building the
thing.” When the customer has that much influence on a
company, the need to understand that relationship is painful-
ly obvious.

The New Reasons Why
We believe opportunities exist for improving the research
process by allowing consumers to use the tools and tech-
nologies that already exist in their lives to capture their
perceptions, processes, behaviors and interactions.
Designing research with this in mind offers numerous advan-
tages for understanding consumers’ lives more broadly, eas-
ily and authentically. Here are a few reasons why.

MMaakkeess  ccoonnssuummeerrss  mmoorree  eennggaaggeedd  ppaarrttiicciippaannttss  iinn
tthhee  pprroocceessss.. Digital ethnography minimizes the middleman
enabling consumers to capture and disseminate information

Flickr® is a good example of a company whose product
and brand experience is created by its customers.



using tools they’re already familiar with, like cell phones, dig-
ital cameras and photoblogs. For example, in a large retail
study to understand consumer perceptions about the retail
environment, we had customers visit the store they’d most
likely frequent during the course of a day, calling us on their
cell phones once they arrived. As they walked around, they
told us about their expectations, perceptions, surprises and
disappointments. In a fast and fluid format, we gathered
information in several markets and were able to quickly pro-
vide recommendations for innovation to better support what
the customer wanted in their apparel shopping experience.

DDeelliivveerrss  iinn--tthhee--mmoommeenntt  iinnssiigghhtt..  Digital tools give
consumers the means to spontaneously tell us about their
experiences with a product or service at the moment it hap-
pens. Comparatively, traditional ethnography must often be
planned or scheduled, creating obstacles to the observation
of serendipitous events. Digital ethnography enables con-
sumers to deliver fresher and more emotionally authentic
responses about their experiences in the moment. Their own
verbal, photographic or video data preserves the uniqueness
of those experiences. 

In a recent study for a large beverage client, we asked
kids to take pictures of themselves and their friends the
moment they started to consume the beverage. They also
called an 800 number, which was pre-programmed into their
cell phone, and told us exactly what they were doing and
how they were feeling.

TTaakkeess  uuss  ttoo  nneeww  ppllaacceess..  Traditionally, there are limits
to where an ethnographer can gain access to someone’s life.
Some of the obvious places include bathrooms (although
we’ve found ourselves there more often than not). Even work-
place and school environments can be difficult to access.
Sending teams of ethnographers across the globe can be
cost prohibitive, as can observing people’s experience of vir-
tual environments over time. Digital ethnography provides a
means to overcome boundaries of geography and place,
allowing designers and researchers first-hand insights
where only reported behaviors were available before.

To circumvent traditional barriers, we’ve had spouses
videotape their partners to document morning bathroom
routines. This video and photographic data was an invalu-
able way to understand repeatable behavior patterns over
time. On another occasion, we had children video their
morning eating behaviors so we could capture more days of
the week, on the go behaviors and repeated family rituals.  

CCrreeaatteess  sshhaarreedd  iinnssiigghhtt..  The amount of data collected in
a digital ethnography project is typically more than is traditional-
ly captured. Digital tools allow participants and ethnographers
to produce more data without considerably impacting costs.
While the nature of the data may be diverse—text, audio, video
and photos—its digital format makes it highly shareable among
diverse teams and partners while it’s still fresh.

Using simple technology, members of one of our project
field teams sent video postcards to each other at the end of
each day. By sharing photos taken throughout the day along
with comments and observations of key behaviors and find-
ings, they were able to keep informed and build a shared
point of view in real time. 

Pitfalls and payoffs
Like any shiny new toy, the technologies available for digital
ethnography can be distracting. Soliciting text messages
and audio snippets from customers and flinging digital files
through an intranet to all corners of an organization cannot
support effective innovation on its own. As mentioned earli-
er, the rigor and training intrinsic in traditional methods
shouldn’t be abandoned. 

Success comes from understanding what digital
ethnography provides (and doesn’t provide) and incorpo-
rating that into a solid innovation strategy. Innovation that
has a lasting impact on consumers demands an under-
standing of the meanings that people seek in their relation-
ships with products and brands. Digital ethnography tech-
niques on their own will have a hard time illuminating mean-
ing. But what they will provide is fresh and immediate obser-
vations that are more likely to be inspired by meaningful
interactions or experiences. To put it another way, these are
true glimpses into the stories of people’s lives.

Combined with the information collected by other meth-
ods and delivered in highly experiential ways, such as video
stories, the insights gained from using digital ethnography
can be the spark that ignites brilliant innovation. �
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To immerse team members in the meaning and experience of Bose head-
phones, we created an audio/visual story using our cell phone cameras.


